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Shipments of wearable devices are expected to almost double by 2021, as categories such as smartwatches take off.

According to projections from International Data Corporation, fitness bands will see slower growth over the next
few years, while products such as smart clothing and watches will see sales accelerate. While hesitant at first,
watchmakers are embracing hybrid or smartwatches as consumer cravings for technology and connectivity
increase.

"The move from wristbands to watches introduces additional revenue opportunities for vendors and distributors as
average selling prices are expected to rise," said Jitesh Ubrani senior research analyst for IDC Mobile Device
Trackers.

"However, the struggle to move beyond health and fitness persists and convincing consumers to spend more for
utility that may not be immediately obvious will be a challenge," he said. "This is where fashion-forward brands have
a chance to shine as their customer base doesn't tend to prioritize features."

Watching smartwatches
This year, Apple announced it had eclipsed Rolex as the top watch brand worldwide. The tech giant is leading the
way in smart watch adoption.

While Apple has not shared specific sales data for its watch, the company did note in an earnings call on Nov. 2 that
sales of the Apple Watch had increased by more than 50 percent year-over-year for three quarters running, per CNBC.

Overall, IDC expects that smartwatches will grow their shipments from 31.6 million this year to 71.5 million in 2021,
for a compound annual growth rate of 22.7 percent.

Basic watches, or hybrid smartwatches, are projected to have a CAGR of 27.1 percent, growing total shipments to 78
million by 2021. With their analog appearance and connected features, these types of devices have been popular
entry points into the smartwatch category for luxury brands (see story).
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Michael Kors' Access smartwatch. Image credit: Michael Kors

For instance, Richemont-owned Montblanc demonstrated the ways in which fine watchmaking can meet the digital
age with the release of its  first smartwatch.

The Montblanc Summit combines traditional horology codes with the latest in wearable technology, an approach to
smartwatch manufacturing that has generated success for a number of watchmakers. Although the smartwatch
category has not overrun traditional timepieces, brands must show a willingness to embrace new technology,
especially as the sector sees waning consumer interest (see story).

Smartwatches are set for growth, but connected clothing and earwear are poised for even faster increases, with
respective CAGRs of 48.7 percent and 58.5 percent estimated through 2021.

"What will merit continued observation is how the market evolves beyond its current status and how users will either
replace or append to their current devices," said Ramon T. Llamas, research manager for IDC's Wearables team.

"Tomorrow's wearables will become more fully featured and multi-functional, spanning health and fitness to
communication and productivity," he said. "Effectively, that will make today's wearables seem quaint, and spur
upgrades and replacements."
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